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Frequentist Bayesian

Probability is consistent with Probability is a degree
long term relative frequency of belief that an emt

will occur
Parameters are fixed unknown Can make probabilisticconstants not random
quantities statements about parameters

Statistical procedures should ean though they are fixed
hae well defined long run constants
properties

Parameter inference is done

by computing a probability
distribution of 0 point
estimits are computed after
the fact

Example of a Bayesian Method

God make a statement about some unknown parameter 0

Choose a prior distribution fft which captures

initial belief about 0

Choose a statist Hilo which capture

beliefs about data is given the parameter 0 conditional

distribution

Node Write flite insled A fly o
Observe X Xn update our helif about 0 in

the form flo II r_the posterior distributor



The posterior is just a conditional distributor

f Elix f 0,5 FIX It flol

flat Hoit do

fledE Ho

Ht Tdo
Bayes theorem

In the case of u 1117 observations X Xu

flite Hxilo Lto

and therefore Helix fHtt flat I10 Ht
ummm

If E fade C

function A 0 a constant C CH

The constant C is such that Jffott do
hHc do

Often for this reason we will write

f HII x 1101 Ho

posterior model prior

To generate a point estimate compete a functional of

the posterior Helix

E Et 015 J a Holy do ft LHHadow o
Bayesian estimator



Posteriorinterval not a confidence interval

Find a b such that

P 015 c aid l a e f Hel Il do

Example X Xn n Bernoullip random variabb

Our model Http Llp
TI p Lp

prior p Uniform10,1

fp 1 on 0,1

posterior flple x Llp Hp
II pili G py
ps Il pl s E Xi

Think of this as a function it p not

the data Xi anymore
PISH

l pply
stil I

Now identify which family of probabilility distributions

Lfp Hp belongs to

Recall Beta xp density Hp xp flap a I
P app

f pix Plath pm tpp with It Exi
flatMP p Itn Ex

pix apetalous



Bayes estimator

F Elpix SI
ut 2

mean of plain ftp
Graphing

uniform

p
u i

Bet

F

Parts If we use the prior par BetaCa then

repeating the calculation gives

pix Beta ats Btn s

Note that pruniforlon is just p Beta lol

This is a case when the prior family eyeals theposterior
family

We say that the prior is conjugate with respect to

the model

ma
fpix x fhttp Hp
r

same family



Functinametes
Recall from MLE that if p is the MLE estimate

for p then the MLE estimate for T gfp was

just f gfp
Furthermore if Y glX then

Fly PLY Ey Plglx e
y Hx dx

gassy

and fly F y

We can use these ideas for Bayesian inference as well

Let T gto
Bayes says f Ith a 110 Ho

Posterior CDF for T glo xd H Ttx

PIGHIET Int
flo II do

glotET

Then the posterior ht45 HCTII

Example Xi Bernoulli p prion ftp l

pix Beta SH n stl Let Ye log
pelosi ye too a

HIT tx P log e Ttx

Mpc.fi ilx



extent

flptxldpethte.to
Mutz

o
ftp.sijpsltp Sdp

To compute hHtx Kompule yHltlx
Hyle Hillel

I
t

ftp.tpTn.s psctpYsdp
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The big question in Bayesian analysis is when does

the prior come from in a general problem

Subjection is Noninformatuir
eg 1 normal eg E Hatpyniform

distributor

Improper prior Let xlµ n Nfer T o is known

Set a flat prior on µ fly c 0

fffful dm not a prob density 60



This is known as an improper prior but Bayes

can formally he carried out

ffulx Ltu ffa

Ifr ft dm

f Tatum

f et I
tar

Mx NIX r 4

In general inproper priors are not a problem

so long as f x10 decay fast enough as a fuckin

of 0

T latpriorsarc.no tran matoirinvarait

Logically if we know nothing about a parameter p
the we should also know nothing about T log1
but Hpl_I fly 1 Contradiction

My interpretation flat priors do not mean noninformativea



Jeffreyyprior
Set ffo a Iot

Fisher wiformation

The Jeffrey's Prior is transformation invariant a

If Tegh then what does the prior for I lookt.li

Ilo Et log fix o
I statistat model

E LII II log fix 4

12 El log fix

CETIH
This the usual changeIF Ift l III of varnish formula


